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Nuclear structure of the closed subshell nucleus90Zr studied with the „n,n8g… reaction
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States in 90Zr have been observed with the (n,n8g) reaction using both spallation and monoenergetic
accelerator-produced neutrons. A scheme comprised of 81 levels and 157 transitions was constructed concen-
trating on levels below 5.6 MeV in excitation energy. Spins have been determined by considering data from all
experimental studies performed for90Zr. Lifetimes have been deduced using the Doppler-shift attenuation
method for many of the states, and transition rates have been obtained. A spherical shell-model interpretation
in terms of particle-hole excitations assuming a88Sr closed core is given. In some cases, enhancements in
B(M1) andB(E2) values are observed that cannot be explained by assuming simple particle-hole excitations.
Shell-model calculations using an extendedf pg-shell-model space reproduce the spectrum of excited states
very well, and the gross features of theB(M1) andB(E2) transition rates. Transition rates for individual
levels show discrepancies between calculations and experimental values.
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I. INTRODUCTION

90Zr is often treated as a closed subshell nucleus in sh
model calculations for the mass 90 region. WithN550, the
neutron shell is closed, and there is a gap in the sin
particle level spacing separating theg9/2 proton orbital from
the lowerf p shell. However, the energy gap between thep1/2
andg9/2 orbitals is not so pronounced that these orbitals
come completely isolated from each other. This fact is p
haps best reflected in the mixing that occurs in90Zr between
the 01 ground state and the first-excited 01 state, which is
also the first excited state, with the result that the grou
state is described by the wave functiona(pp1/2)

2

1b(pg9/2)J50
2 with a50.8 andb50.6 @1#.

As the core for many calculations,90Zr has been studied
in great detail by a variety of probes in order to understa
its level structure. One of the most important quantit
needed for shell-model calculations is the single-particle
ergies. These are best determined through single-nucl
transfer reactions into the odd mass neighbors. Interac
matrix elements can be determined from detailed studie
the levels in 90Zr itself, and transfer reactions have aga
been extensively used for this purpose:91Zr(p,d)90Zr and
91Zr(3He,a)90Zr reactions@1,2# for the neutron states an
for the proton states the89Y( 3He,d)90Zr and 93Nb(p,a)90Zr
reactions@3,4#.

The initial aim of this project was to measure the prom
g-ray production cross sections induced by fast neutron b
bardment of90Zr at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Cente
Weapons Neutron Research~LANSCE/WNR! facility. In the
analysis of the cross section data, it was found that man
0556-2813/2003/68~2!/024312~21!/$20.00 68 0243
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the g rays associated with the (n,n8g) channel could not be
placed in the known level scheme. Therefore, the le
scheme of90Zr had to be extended. During the course of t
work, it was found that90Zr had also been studied@5# with
the (n,n8g) reaction at the University of Kentucky, but th
results had not been published. We therefore decided to c
bine the results from both sets of experiments; the LANSC
WNR data had the advantage thatg-g coincidences were
recorded, while lifetimes were obtained from the Kentuc
data using the Doppler-shift attenuation method. The li
times allowed many transition rates to be determined, p
viding a check on configuration assignments and a sens
test of the shell-model calculations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS AND RESULTS

A. Measurements using the WNR spallation source

An experiment to measure the absoluteg-ray cross sec-
tions was performed at the LANSCE/WNR facility using th
germanium array for neutron-induced excitations~GEANIE!
spectrometer. At the WNR facility, spallation neutrons a
produced by bombarding anatW target with 800-MeV pro-
tons from the LANSCE linac. The pulsed proton beam w
delivered with a 1.8-ms spacing in 625-ms macropulses at a
macropulse rate of typically 100 Hz resulting in a duty fac
of 6%. The ‘‘white’’ neutron spectrum produced decreas
nearly exponentially with increasing neutron energy and
a maximum energy near 800 MeV. Beam hardening mat
als, consisting of 1.25 cm of Pb and 1.25 cm of bora
high-density polyethylene, were placed in the 60°R neutron
flight path at'7 m from thenatW target. The neutrons wer
©2003 The American Physical Society12-1
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collimated to a circular beam spot about 1.5 cm in diame
~full width at half maximum! at the scattering-sample pos
tion located 20.34 m from the neutron production target. T
scattering sample consisted of 6.34 g of metallic Zr, enric
to 97.65%~as indicated by the supplier, the Isotopes Sa
Division of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory!. The Zr
sample was disk shaped with a diameter of 2.5 cm and
placed at an angle of 109° with respect to the beam direct
the Zr sample intersected the entire neutron beam.

The scattering sample was placed at the focus of
GEANIE spectrometer, which consisted of 11 planar det
tors and 1525 % HPGe~high-purity Ge! coaxial detectors.
All planar detectors were equipped with bismuth german
~BGO! suppression shields, with NaI nose cones, while o
nine of the coaxial detectors were equipped with BGO s
pression shields. The planar detectors were arranged in r
at angles of 27.4°~four detectors!, 58.4° ~two detectors!,
128.0° ~one detector!, and 142.7°~four detectors! with re-
spect to the neutron beam direction, andg-ray events ofEg
<1 MeV were processed. The coaxial detectors were
ranged in rings at angles of 56.6°~two detectors!, 77.7°~two
detectors!, 100.5°~four detectors!, and 129.5°~one detector!,
andg-ray events were recorded up toEg54 MeV. The front
faces of the Ge detectors were located at an average dis
of 14.4 cm from the Zr scattering sample. Data were c
lected in singles-and-higher-fold mode, resulting in a to
array rate of 4–5 kHz. For each event, a master gate win
of 20 ms was opened during which all unsuppressed pu
from the Ge detectors were analyzed. The data stream
sisted of a bit determining whether the event occurred in
out of the macropulse~i.e., in beam or out of beam!, the time
relative to the start of the macropulse~CLOCK, recorded in
100 ns intervals!, energyEg , and~if in beam! time tg rela-
tive to the proton micropulse for each detector which in
cated an event.

In the off-line analysis of the data, events were separa
depending on whether they occurred in beam or out of be
A variety of data matrices were created, includingEg vs
time-of-flight ~TOF!, as well asg-g coincidences, for the
in-beam data, andEg vs CLOCK andg-g coincidences for
the out-of-beam data. The collection of data between
macropulses proved to be advantageous as the spectra
rich in g rays from well-studiedb1 and EC decays. Sinc
the parent nuclei were produced by neutron reactions in
sample, the efficiency curve constructed from the out-
beam data included corrections for sample attenuation
geometry effects. This enabled a detailed check of the pr
ously determined absolute efficiency curve. The energy c
bration was performed using the energies of well-kno
lines from the90Zr1n products. A nonlinearity polynomia
was extracted by examining the deviation of the energy o
g ray determined from a least-squares linear energy cali
tion from its tabulated value@6#. The energy calibration wa
applied to allg rays observed from90Zr. Shown in Fig. 1 is
the spectrum obtained with the coaxial Ge detectors a
selecting event times corresponding toEn52–12 MeV neu-
trons. Most of theg rays observed in this spectrum are fro
the 90Zr(n,n8g) reaction. There is a large backgroun
present from neutron interactions on the Ge detector crys
02431
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that obscures90Zr g rays in these regions.
Excitation functions were obtained by determining t

yield of a particularg ray as a function of neutron energy an
dividing by the corresponding number of neutrons incide
on the target, i.e.,

s~Eg ,Ēn!5
Ag~Eg ,Ēn!

eg~Eg!Nt~LTg!Nn~Ēn!
~11a!. ~1!

The quantityAg(Eg ,Ēn) is the number of photopeak even
for a g ray of energyEg at a mean neutron energyĒn ,
eg(Eg) is the absoluteg-ray photopeak efficiency,Nt is the
target areal density of90Zr, LTg is the lifetime for g-ray

FIG. 1. Coaxial HPGeg-ray spectrum observed with th
GEANIE spectrometer and a90Zr target with the condition on the
time of flight corresponding to 2–12 MeV neutrons. Some of t
90Zr transitions are labeled with their energies.
2-2
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detection,a is the total conversion coefficient, andNn(Ēn) is
the number of neutrons incident on the target at a mean
ergy of Ēn ~see below!. The number of neutrons is dete
mined using a fission chamber~see below! that is treated
equally in the data acquisition system, producing more r
able results. The peak areasAg are found by fitting the pro-
jected spectra from theEg vs TOF matrix applying the time
conditionsTg

L<Tg,Tg
H , whereDTg5Tg

H2Tg
L515 ns, i.e.,

15-ns time bins. For the purposes of the present work,
time conditions chosen correspond to a minimum neut
energy of 2 MeV and a maximum of 20 MeV. The detecti
time of theg flash, promptg rays produced in the spallatio
target, was used as the reference time for the time of fli
The absolute efficiency of the array has been determi
through an extensive series of measurements with calibr
g-ray standard sources, and the relative efficiency curve
tained from the beam-off data was normalized to the abso
efficiency curve taking into account target attenuation
fects. The live time forg-ray detection was determined from
the ratio of the total number of analog-to-digital~ADC!
counts to the number expected from a scalar gated by
beam-on condition. The peak areas were found from a
tailed fitting using the newly developed codeXGAM @7# with
peak shape parameters and background levels determ
from a global fit to the spectrum.

The neutron flux was monitored using a fission cham
containing both235U and 238U foils @9# with thicknesses of
'410 mg cm22 and 415mg cm22 located at 18.482 m and
18.495 m from the spallation source, respectively. Shown
Fig. 2 are the pulse height and TOF data from the238U
fission chamber. In Fig. 2~a!, the pulse height is shown a
extracted for the beam-on data. The vertical line shows
lower limit taken on the pulse height in order to separ
fission events from ‘‘a’’ events. Figure 2~b! shows the raw
TOF spectrum obtained without any gating conditions on
pulse height, Fig. 2~c! with the condition that events have
pulse height corresponding to the ‘‘a’’ events, and in Fig.
2~d! the TOF for events with a pulse height corresponding
fission events. Included in the ‘‘a’’ events are those resulting
from the naturala decay of 238U, leading to the flat back-
ground in the TOF spectrum of Fig. 2~c!, and also those
originating from neutron-induced reactions on the back
material. The TOF spectrum in Fig. 2~d! is converted to a
neutron intensity spectrum by using the known@10# 238U
(n, f ) cross sections, and taking the efficiency for fissi
detection to bee50.97. The TOF bins correspond to th
same neutron energies as the TOF bins for theg-ray events,
with the photofission events used as the reference time.
fission-chamber live time is determined by taking the ratio
beam-on ADC events to the total number as given by a sc
gated by the beam envelope.

The number of neutrons in a time bin fromTL to TH is
given by @8#

Nn~@TL,TH# !5 (
t5TL

TH

Nn~t!E
0

` 1

A2pst

3expS 2
~t2t8!2

2st
2 D dt8, ~2!
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wheret is the time of flight. The effect due to the finite tim
resolution is taken into account and assumed to be Gaus
distributed. Since the neutron spectrum is not a constant,
mean energyĒn of the neutrons in the bin from timeTL to
TH is determined from
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FIG. 2. Data obtained from the238U fission chamber used to
determine neutron intensity at the WNR spallation neutron sou
In part ~a!, the pulse height spectrum is shown. The vertical li
corresponds to the lower limit on the pulse height for a signal to
considered a fission event. In part~b!, the raw time-of-flight~TOF!
spectrum is shown, defined as the time of the event in meas
relative to the proton beam burst. In part~c! the TOF spectrum
resulting from the condition is shown on the pulse height labeled
a events, whereas part~d! shows the TOF spectrum for fissio
events.
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(
t5TL

Nn~t!E
0 A2pst

expS 2
2st

2 D dt8

and the variance

sEn

2 5

(
t5TL

TH
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0
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2st
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It should be noted here that in the plots of excitation fun
tions, examples of which are shown in Fig. 3, the horizon
En error bars are derived from the variance and thus re
sent the width of the neutron energy distribution, rather th
the uncertainty on the mean neutron energy for the bin.
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FIG. 3. Partialg-ray cross sections obtained from GEANIE da
for bombardment of a90Zr target with neutrons obtained from th
WNR spallation neutron source. The excitation functions are
beled with theg-ray energies and the initial spins. All transition
shown are newly placed.
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Figure 3 illustrates excitation functions derived from t
GEANIE data for selected transitions~all newly placed! with
a range of initial spins. The TOF bins used to generate
data were 15 ns wide, and the238U fission chamber data
were used to determine the number of neutrons. The pa
are labeled by the energy of theg ray and the spin of the
initial level. As can be seen, there is an evolution in t
shape of the excitation function such that, with increas
spin, the peak cross section shifts to higher energies. Th
fore, the shape of the excitation function can be used
indicate the spin of the initial level. A complication arise
however, in the case of levels that experienceg-ray feeding
from higher-lying states.

Multiplicity two-and-higher coincidences from both th
planar and coaxial detectors were sorted into a 4k34k g-g
matrix. Conditions were imposed on the TOF such that
time of the events had to correspond to neutron ener
between 1 and 13 MeV~to minimize background from othe
reactions! and within '40 ns ~planar detectors! or '80 ns
~coaxial detectors!. Figure 4 displays portions of selecte
coincidence spectra with some of the more prominent tr
sitions, namely, the 21

1→0g.s.
1 ~2186 keV!, the 41

2→51
2 ~420

keV!, and the 31
2→21

1 ~561 keV! g rays. The ability to
establish coincidence relations, especially with the the 4
and 561-keVg rays, allowed many transitions to be place
with confidence as feeding the 41

2 or 31
2 levels. The 41

2 and
31

2 levels are less than 9 keV apart in energy, and therefo
is impossible to place transitions that feed them based o
on the excitation functions.

B. Measurements using the accelerator-produced neutrons
at the University of Kentucky

A series of experiments with the aim of investigating t
level structure of90Zr was performed at the University o
Kentucky van de Graaff accelerator facility. The metho
and techniques have been described in detail elsew
@11,12#, so only a brief outline is given here.

Neutrons are produced with either the3H(p,n)3He reac-
tion (Q520.763 MeV) or the 2H(d,n)3He reaction (Q
53.270 MeV). The first reaction is used to produce neutro
up to'5.5 MeV, whereas the second is employed to prod

-

2-4
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neutrons up to'9 MeV. 3H or 2H gases were contained i
cells 3.0 cm in length and 1.0 cm in diameter at a pressur
1 and 2 atm, respectively, and separated from the beam
vacuum by a 33-mm-thick Mo foil. Bunched beams of par
ticles, with a pulse structure of 1.875 MHz,'1 ns in width,
and a current of 1–2mA, bombarded the gas cells.

The scattering sample, consisting of 50.8 g of 97.2
enriched90Zr, was contained in a polyethylene vial 3.5 c
high and 2.8 cm diameter, suspended at 0° with respect to
beam direction and at a distance of 4.5 cm from the end
the gas cell. The sample was viewed by a HPGe dete
with 32% relative efficiency, at a distance of 104.5 cm. T
detector was surrounded by an annular BGO shield
Compton suppression. This assembly was surrounded
series of Pb rings and borated polyethylene to reduce
number of scattered neutrons andg rays reaching the detec
tor. Mounted forward of the detector assembly were a se
of copper plates for fast-neutron shielding with a 7.5-cm c
tral bore and a tungsten wedge so that the Ge detector ha
direct view of the neutron source. Efficiency and energy c
brations were performed using radioactive sources of152Eu,
60Co, 56Co, as well asg rays from the35Cl(n,g) reaction.

Excitation function measurements were performed in 0
MeV steps from 3.5 to 5.0 MeV, and 0.5-MeV steps from 5
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FIG. 4. Examples ofg-g coincidence data obtained with th
GEANIE array for a TOF gate corresponding toEn51 – 13 MeV.
Some of the more prominentg rays are labeled with their energie
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to 7.5 MeV, with the Ge detector positioned at an angle
90° with respect to the beam direction. The placement
ground-state transitions above 4 MeV in energy came ex
sively from the Kentucky data, because the range ing-ray
energy of data collected with the GEANIE array was limit
to ,4 MeV. Angular distribution measurements were p
formed using neutron beam energies of 5.5 and 6.5 M
Spectra were recorded at five angles between 30° and
~for En55.5 MeV) and between 45° and 150°~for En
56.5 MeV). The angular distribution data were normaliz
to yield an isotropic distribution forg rays from known 01

states. The angular distributions were fitted with the form

W~u!5I g@11a2P2~cosug!1a4P4~cosug!# ~5!

applicable for transitions up to multipolarity two. Due to th
limited number of angles, reliable information on thea4 co-
efficient could not be extracted for many transitions. In t
case of mixed transitions, the mixing ratiod can be extracted
when the initial spin is known. The initialm-state population
distribution is assumed to be Gaussian and described b
width s @13#. An analysis of stretchedE2 transitions yielded
an average value ofs51.15~15!. This value was then used i
the analysis of mixed transitions, and it was further assum
that s had no spin dependence. As such, the values od
extracted are not expected to be very precise, but they sh
yield an indication of whether a transition is predominan
dipole or quadrupole in nature. Exceptions to this appro
are those levels where stretchedE2 transitions also occu
with sufficient strength so thats could be determined accu
rately, for example, the 3308-keV 21 level.

In addition to the measurement of anisotropies, the an
lar distribution data yielded Doppler shifts that were fitt
with the expression

Eg~ug!5Eg
0@11bF~t!cosug#, ~6!

whereEg
0 is theg-ray energy,b is the recoil velocity in the

center-of-mass frame,ug is the angle of observation of theg
ray, andF(t) is the attenuation factor. By performing a lin
ear fit of the observedg-ray energy as a function of cosug ,
the experimentalF(t) value can be extracted and compar
with that calculated according to the formalism of Ref.@14#,
based on the Winterbon theory@15#.

III. DISCUSSION OF THE LEVEL SCHEME

A summary of the experimental results is presented
Table I, where the level scheme has been determined u
both the excitation functions and theg-g coincidences. In
order for ag ray to be placed based on the excitation fun
tion alone, its placement had to be unique; i.e., there could
no other choice for placement consistent with the thresh
and shape of the excitation function. Also reported in Tab
are the relative intensities observed for the decays from e
level and thea2 angular distribution coefficient.

To make spin-parity assignments, data from all previo
experimental studies of low-lying levels in90Zr were consid-
ered. Particularly useful were experiments where charg
particle angular distributions were measured. These inclu
2-5
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TABLE I. Level scheme for90Zr determined from the90Zr(n,n8g) reaction.I rel represents the relativeg-ray intensity, normalized to 1.0
for each level, observed from the singles data. Uncertainties quoted for theg-ray energies do not include an estimated 0.1 keV system
uncertainty. The multipole mixing ratios are extracted from thea2 coefficients assuming a Gaussianm-state population distribution with
s51.15~15!. If two values are given, the first has the smallerx2. The final column lists the new results, i.e., either a newly placedg ray
~denoted byg! or a newly established levelL.

Ei ~keV! I i
p Eg ~keV! Ef ~keV! I f

p I rel a2 d L/g

1760.695~76! 01

2186.205~19! 21 2186.224~23! 0.0 01 1.0 0.20~2!

2319.019~22! 52 2318.956~29! 0.0 01 0.952~13! a

132.716~18! 1760.7 01 0.048~13! a

2739.338~24! 42 420.321~13! 2319.0 52 1.0 0.05~2!

2747.673~23! 32 429.0~3! 2319.0 52 0.005~1!

561.3~1! 2186.2 21 0.938~3! 20.06(1)
2747.465~54! 0.0 01 0.057~3! 0.55~8!

3076.816~20! 41 329.125~15! 2747.7 32 0.060~3! 20.05(6)
337.8~2! 2739.3 42 0.008~1!

757.802~36! 2319.0 52 0.025~1!

890.629~14! 2186.2 21 0.907~3! 0.40~3!

3308.198~29! 21 1121.990~22! 2186.2 21 0.303~26! 0.31~6! 0.25 @1.3#
1547.5b 1760.7 01 0.026~7!

3308.1~2! 0.0 01 0.671~26! 0.29~3!

3448.132~28! 61 1129.113~17! 2319.0 52 1.0 0.0~1!

3589.309~31! 81 141.178~15! 3448.1 61 0.9810~4! a

1270.16~16! 2319.0 52 0.0190~4! a

3842.290~91! 21 1656.05~11! 2186.2 21 0.145~13! 0.43~7! 1.1 @0.3# g
3842.23~39! 0.0 01 0.855~13! 0.38~2!

3958.662~33! 52 1219.330~30! 2739.3 42 0.350~8! 20.16(7) 0.08 g
1639.600~39! 2319.0 52 0.650~8! 0.48~4! 0.06 g

4058.117~35! 41 981.311~68! 3076.8 41 0.068~13! 0.31~23! 20.11 g
1310.00~18! 2747.7 32 0.037~12! g
1318.92~19! 2739.3 42 0.021~11! g
1871.896~34! 2186.2 21 0.874~26! 0.46~5! g

4124.485~66! 01 1938.258~63! 2186.2 21 1.0 g
4225.410~90! 42 1478.02~16! 2747.7 32 0.151~33! g

1485.75~14! 2739.3 42 0.671~32! 0.54~5! 0.31 g
1906.50~17! 2319.0 52 0.178~35! 0.43~14! 20.57 g

4229.002~37! 21 1481.397~55! 2747.7 32 0.335~80! g
2042.731~39! 2186.2 21 0.520~62! 0.30~8! 0.04 @2.0# g

4229.3~2! 0.0 01 0.145~24! 0.47~7! g
4231.978~49! (62) 1912.938~44! 2319.0 52 1.0 0.50~25! 0.5
4236.973~70! (1,21) 929.01~18! 3308.2 21 0.057~2! g

2050.808~86! 2186.2 21 0.198~35! g
2476.221~37! 1760.7 01 0.744~35!

4262.414~32! 31 954.2~1! 3308.2 21 0.069~6! 20.20(13) 0.06 L,g
1185.556~51! 3076.8 41 0.141~15! 0.11~20! 23.1 @20.2# g

1514.8~1! 2747.7 32 0.148~25! 0.38~14! g
1523.074~44! 2739.3 42 0.294~7! 20.01(11) g
2076.195~43! 2186.2 21 0.347~16! 0.44~10! 0.6 g

4299.188~56! (52) 1559.907~68! 2739.3 42 0.335~11! 0.30~9! 0.34 g
1980.058~76! 2319.0 52 0.665~11! 0.40~7! 0.85 g

4331.976~32! 41 1255.179~32! 3076.8 41 0.382~11! 0.48~4! 0.1 g
1584.245~39! 2747.7 32 0.513~14! 20.08(5) g

2012.9~2! 2319.1 52 0.105~20! g
4348.106~39! (41) 1608.8b 2739.3 42 c L,g

2161.873~34! 2186.2 21 1.0 20.12(5) g
024312-6
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

Ei ~keV! I i
p Eg ~keV! Ef ~keV! I f

p I rel a2 d L/g

4374.809~71! 72 2055.765~67! 2319.0 52 1.0 0.31~19!

4426.439~53! 01 2240.204~50! 2186.2 21 1.0 0.00~7! g
4454.751~45! (51) 1377.74~12! 3076.8 41 0.119~22! g

1715.73~14! 2739.3 42 0.138~50! g
2135.695~45! 2319.0 52 0.743~51! 0.53~10! g

4455.617~38! 2(2) 1707.898~53! 2747.7 32 0.427~25! 20.10(7) 0.024 L,g
2269.401~44! 2186.2 21 0.573~25! 0.32~9! g

4474.369~69! 41 1726.678~65! 2747.7 32 0.713~33! g
1735.1b 2739.3 42 0.287~33! g

4494.846~46! 32 1747.2~2! 2747.7 32 0.047~30! g
1755.489~39! 2739.3 42 0.953~30! 20.08(3) -0.02@-6.4# g

4533.577~39! 32 @1225.3~2!# 3308.2 21 @0.104~13!# g
1456.783~42! 3076.8 41 0.589~62! 0.54~11! g
1794.153~58! 2739.3 42 0.227~23! 0.12~9! 2.0 @20.4# g

2347.6b 2186.2 21 0.080~22! g
4537.747~47! 4(2) 1460.951~57! 3076.8 41 0.385~35! L,g

2218.650~69! 2319.0 52 0.615~35! 0.28~27! 20.36 @21.8# g
4541.465~45! 61 1092.97~23! 3448.1 61 0.075~20!

2222.427~40! 2319.0 52 0.925~20!

4562.094~53! 5 1822.736~47! 2739.3 42 1.0 L,g
4579.07~13! 1(1) 2818.33~10! 1760.7 01 0.545~44! g

4578.7~2! 0.0 01 0.455~44! 20.01(7)
4591.404~46! 31 1843.704~51! 2747.7 32 0.732~9! 0.43~6! g

2405.177~73! 2186.2 21 0.268~9! 20.38(7) 20.07 g
4614.428~85! 61 1166.24~12! 3448.1 61 0.401~41! L,g

1537.64~12! 3076.8 41 0.303~41! g
2295.4b 2319.0 52 0.296~31! g

4640.601~51! 7,8 1051.286~40! 3589.3 81 1.0
4646.7~3! 1,21 2884.8~13! 1760.7 01 0.845~24! L,g

4646.6~3! 0.0 01 0.155~24! g
4681.469~86! 21 1933.774~83! 2747.7 32 0.506~46! g

2495.2b 2186.2 21 0.207~31! g
4680.8~2! 0.0 01 0.286~43! 0.51~7! g

4701.149~87! 21 1953.26~17! 2747.7 32 0.396~18! g
2514.76~13! 2186.2 21 0.154~11! g
2940.60~12! 1760.7 01 0.376~17! 0.51~11! g
4701.2~3! 0.0 01 0.074~16! 0.67~36! g

4774.312~84! (1,2)1 537.342~50! 4237.0 (1,2)1 0.254~24!

2587.96~25! 2186.2 21 0.746~24!

4781.87~19! (32),4 2462.81~19! 2319.0 52 1.0 L, g
4795.6~3! 21 4795.5~3! 0.0 01 1.0 0.48~31! g
4814.489~63! 32 2066.947~78! 2747.7 32 0.755~47! 0.67~26! 0.34 g

2495.7b 2319.0 52 0.120~23! g
2628.013~95! 2186.2 21 0.125~24! 20.02(9) g

4818.080~67! 3,41 975.75~15! 3842.3 21 0.142~28! L,g
2070.388~68! 2747.7 32 0.858~28! g

4824.32~11! 21 1747.2~2! 3076.8 41 0.06~4! g
2638.07~11! 2186.2 21 0.801~40! 0.34~6! 0.11 @1.7# g
4823.9~5! 0.0 01 0.139~25! 0.75~14! g

4840.296~66! 52 1763.462~63! 3076.8 41 0.697~36! L, g
2092.6b 2747.7 32 0.303~36! g

4867.493~67! 51 1419.23~10! 3448.1 61 0.307~34! 0.58~14! 21.0 g
024312-7
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

Ei ~keV! I i
p Eg ~keV! Ef ~keV! I f

p I rel a2 d L/g

1790.733~81! 3076.8 41 0.588~48! 0.75~16! 0.8 g
2128.1b 2739.3 42 0.105~43! g

4932.6~4! 1,21 4932.5~4! 0.0 01 1.0 L,g
4941.861~77! 41 1865.025~75! 3076.8 41 0.757~24! g

2623.0~2! 2319.0 52 0.243~24! g
4992.560~83! 22 1150.3b 3842.3 21 0.166~17! g

1684.345~78! 3308.2 21 0.554~27! 0.35~7! g
2244.5~3! 2747.7 32 0.172~17! g
2252.9~2! 2739.3 42 0.108~16! g

5060.84~12! 71 1612.69~11! 3448.1 61 1.0
5068.6~6! 12 5068.4~6! 0.0 01 1.0 g
5083.85~10! 2(2),(32) 2336.180~97! 2747.7 32 0.734~45! g

2345.7~3! 2739.3 42 0.266~45! g
5090.29~24! (32) 2904.03~23! 2186.2 21 1.0 g
5107.92~18! ~3!,41 2921.66~18! 2186.2 21 1.0 0.51~14! L,g

2368.6b 2739.3 42 g
5113.1~10! 32 2365.0~10! d 2747.7 32 1.0 0.25~11! 20.1 g
5171.99~13! ~4! 2432.01~30! 2739.3 42 0.357~33! 0.57~33! L,g

2853.06~14! 2319.0 52 0.643~33! g
5175.74~32! 3,41 2989.48~32! 2186.2 21 1.0 L,g
5183.61~17! 11, 21 2997.47~21! 2186.2 21 0.457~66! g

5183.2~3! 0.0 01 0.543~66! g
5223.05~19! 41 2483.67~19! 2739.3 42 1.0 0.41~23! g
5232.23~30! 3,41 3045.97~30! 2186.2 21 1.0 L,g
5270.82~16! 3,4 2531.44~16! 2739.3 42 1.0 L,g
5305.97~20! 21 5305.8~2! 0.0 01 1.0 0.26~19!

5307.8~2! 32,41 2560.2~4! 2747.7 32 0.097~40! L,g
2988.9~2! 2319.0 52 0.154~31! g
3121.3~2! 2186.2 21 0.750~47! g

5312.8~2! 1,(21) ~3551.4~6!! 1760.7 01 L,g
5312.6~2! 0.0 01 1.0 g

5317.70~26! 32 2570.21~36! 2747.7 32 0.576~67! g
3131.23~36! 2186.2 21 0.424~67! g

5359.24~16! 31,4 2282.40~16! 3076.8 41 1.0 0.34~13! L,g
5379.83~25! 41 3193.57~25! 2186.2 21 1.0 g
5426.1~2! 32 2118.1~2! 3308.2 21 0.482~86! g

3106.8~2! 2319.0 52 0.384~66! 0.65~36! g
3239.7~2! 2186.2 21 0.133~28! g

5437.79~23! 21 2690.08~23! 2747.7 32 0.618~20! 20.14(14) g
3676.6~2! 1760.7 01 0.210~17! 0.48~23! g
5436.9~2! 0.0 01 0.180~11! 0.47~19! g

5457.75~16! 41 2380.64~28! 3076.8 41 0.34~11! g
2710.18~20! 2747.7 32 0.66~11! 20.43(12) g

5504.8~2! 12 3744.5~5! 1760.7 01 0.567~31!

5504.5~2! 0.0 01 0.433~31!

5513.25~13! ~3,4!2 2436.47~29! 3076.8 41 0.340~75! 20.21(16) g
2765.79~17! 2747.7 32 0.640~75! g

5564.20~36! 2–4 3377.93~36! 2186.2 21 1.0 g
5590.6~2! 21 2842.9~2! 2747.7 32 0.181~30! g

3404.1~2! 2186.2 21 0.523~24! g
5590.9~3! 0.0 01 0.297~17! 0.55~14! g

5601.77~41! 3,41 3415.49~41! 2186.2 21 1.0 0.49~32! L,g
5607.69~29! 3,41 2299.46~29! 3308.2 21 1.0 L,g
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TABLE I. ~Continued!.

Ei ~keV! I i
p Eg ~keV! Ef ~keV! I f

p I rel a2 d L/g

5651.23~30! 2911.84~30! 2739.3 42 1.0 0.25~18!

5724.27~43! 3537.99~43! 2186.2 21 1.0 20.22(15)
5775.09~51! 3588.81~51! 2186.2 21 1.0
5821.73~63! 3635.45~63! 2186.2 21 1.0
5846.34~52! 3660.05~51! 2186.2 21 1.0

aBranching ratio from Ref.@16#.
bEnergy ofg ray from level energy difference. Peak in singles spectrum is part of an unresolved doublet or is influenced by rapidly
background.
cBranching ratio could not be determined due to contamination from a209Bi 1608.6-keVg ray. Placement is based on the coinciden
relation only.
dEnergy fromg-ray coincidence spectra.
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various inelastic scattering experiments, (p,p8), (t,t8),
~a,a8!, and (e,e8) @17–20#, single-nucleon-transfer reaction
(p,d), (3He,d), and (3He,a) @1,3,2#, and two-nucleon trans
fer @21#. However, before this extensive information could
used, a correspondence between the levels observed i
present work and those in the previous studies had to
established. In some cases, this was very straightforward
others, difficulties arose from a doublet of levels unresolv
~and unknown! in the previous works, or from an appare
error in the energy calibration. In the former case, the ene
resolution achieved presently,'2 keV for 1.3 MeVg rays, is
an order of magnitude superior to most inelastic scatterin
transfer studies. In the latter case, a new energy calibra
had to be applied to some of the previous data to assure
the levels corresponded to those observed in the pre
work. An example of this was the (p,d) results@1#, where
the energy scale had to be adjusted significantly.

Below, individual levels are discussed where significa
new information has been obtained or new spin assignm
have been determined.

1. 3958.7-keV level

While only the 11th excited state, this level had nog-ray
decays assigned to it. TheI p value of 52 was determined
previously from (p,a) and (p,p8), ~a,a8!, and (e,e8) reac-
tions @4,17,19,20#. The present placement of theg ray to the
41

2 and 51
2 levels, the shape of the excitation functions, a

the a2 angular distribution coefficients are consistent w
this assignment. A lifetime of 4769 fs is measured for this
level, and the mixing ratios are consistent with almost p
dipole transitions. The B(M1) values are (0.232
60.045)mN

2 and (0.17860.034)mN
2 for the 52→41

2 and
52→51

2 transitions, respectively.

2. 4058.1-keV level

This level can be identified as the (41, 406265)-keV
level observed in the (p,p8), ~a,a8!, and (e,e8) studies
@17,19#. The angular distribution of the 1871.9-keVg ray has
a positivea2 coefficient as expected for a stretched quad
pole transition. The shape of the excitation function was a
consistent with a spin-4 assignment. Therefore,I p541, as
02431
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determined in the inelastic scattering studies, is adopted.
transition to the 21

1 level is enhanced withB(E2)57.6
63.1 W.u.

3. 4225.4-, 4229.0-, and 4232.0-keV levels

A triplet of levels was observed at 4.23 MeV in (e,e8)
studies@20#; these states were determined to haveI p values
of 21, 42, and 62. A peak at 4.22 MeV was also observe
in the (t,t8) reaction and gives a tentative,52 assignment,
although the angular distribution was rather poorly fit@18#.
The ~a,a8! @19# and (p,t) @21# reactions also provided evi
dence for an,52 transition to a level at 4.23 MeV. Levels a
4.23 MeV were populated in the (p,a) reaction and with
,51 transfer in the (3He,d) reaction@4,3#, and finally a level
at 4.22 MeV was observed with,54 in the (p,d) reaction
@1#. The present work confirms that a triplet of levels exis
at this excitation energy—at 4225.4, 4229.0, and 4232.0 k
with spins 42, 21, and 62, respectively. The unnatural pa
ity of the 42 and 62 levels explains their absence in th
inelastic hadronic scattering and two-neutron-transfer st
ies.

4. 4262.4-keV level

This new level is established from both the excitati
functions and the coincidence relations. From the large nu
ber of transitions placed as decaying from the level to fi
states with 21,32,42 and 41, the spin is immediately re-
stricted to be 3 or 41. If the level hadI p541, the 1514.8-
keV transition to the 32 level would have an angular distri
bution with a negativea2 coefficient, contrary to the
experimental result (a250.3860.14). Thus, a 41 assign-
ment can be ruled out. If the level were a 32 state, the
1185.6- and 2076.2-keV transitions to the 41 and 21 states,
respectively, would have stretched dipole character~negative
a2), also contrary to the experimental results (a250.11
60.20 and 0.4460.10!. Therefore, a 31 assignment, consis
tent with the shape of the excitation function, is adopted
the level. This spin-parity assignment is also consistent w
its absence in inelastic scattering experiments and in
(p,t) reaction.

5. 4299.2-keV level

This state can be identified with a 52 level observed at
'4300 keV in the (e,e8) reaction~see Fig. 2 of Ref.@20#!. A
2-9
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level was also observed at 4305-keV in the (p,p8) and
~a,a8! studies@17,19#, although in the latter case an,54
assignment was suggested. However, the resolution obta
in the ~a,a8! reaction was such that this state could not
resolved from the much stronger,54 transition to the 41

level at 4332 keV. The (p,a) reaction@4# populated a level
with an angular distribution that appears to be a mixture
both,51 and,53 transitions at 4.28 MeV; this is identifie
as the 4299-keV level. The shape of theg-ray excitation
functions in the present experiment favor a spin of 4 or
The angular distributions of the decaying transitions to
41

2 and 51
2 levels have positivea2 values, ruling out 41 or

51 assignments~if positive parity, at least one of these tra
sitions would be a stretched dipole with a negativea2 value!
and indicating negative parity. Since this level was obser
in the inelastic scattering studies, a 52 assignment is tenta
tively adopted.

6. 4348.0-keV level

Observed for the first time in the present work, this st
decays by a 1608.8-keVg ray to the 41

2 level and a 2161.9-
keV transition to the 21

1 level. While the negativea2 coeffi-
cient for the latterg ray would indicate that the spin chang
by at most 1 unit, the shape of the excitation function de
nitely favors a spin-4 assignment. Therefore, a 41 assign-
ment is adopted. The discrepancy with the angular distri
tion data suggests that theg-ray transition to the 21

1 level
may have some contamination~likely from 209Bi); its F(t)
value is therefore also suspect.

7. 4454.8-keV level

This level is identified as the 4443-keV level observed
an ,54 transition in the 91Zr(p,d) reaction @1# and the
4457-keV level observed in the (3He,a) experiment@2#. The
transfer of aj 59/2 neutron could populate final states wi
I p521 – 71. Theg-ray decay of the 4454.8-keV level popu
lates states with 41, 42, and 52, thus restricting the spin to
32, 4, or 5. The shapes of the excitation functions are c
sistent with a spin-4 or -5 assignment and, combined with
transfer result, limit theI p value to 41,51. A 41 assignment
is inconsistent with the large positivea2 coefficient for the
transition to the 52 level; therefore, a 51 assignment is
adopted, in agreement with Refs.@1,2#.

8. 4455.6-keV level

This new level is separated by only 0.8 keV from t
previous 51 state; therefore, it is possible that some of t
decaying transitions are common to both. However, theg-ray
energies imply that if any of the peaks are actually doubl
the unresolved member must have a rather small inten
since the Ritz combinations are satisfied well. The transiti
to the 32 and 21 levels limit the spins to 12, 2, 3, or 41; the
shapes of the excitation functions favor a spin-2 or -3 ass
ment, but the angular distributions are inconsistent with
spin of 3. Therefore, a spin-2 assignment is adopted. Its
sence in inelastic scattering studies favors a negative-p
assignment.
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9. 4533.6-keV level

Transitions to the 21
1 , 41

1 , and 41
2 states, with a tentative

decay to the 22
1 level, were observed to have thresholds

4.5 MeV, establishing a level at 4533.6 keV. The spin
limited to the range 3–4 based on these decays. The ang
distributions for these transitions are not conclusive. Ho
ever, the shapes of the excitation functions favor a spi
assignment. With this assignment, the angular distribution
the transition to the 42 level implies a mixedE2/M1 multi-
polarity, thus yielding a negative-parity assignment. T
level is identified as the 4540-keV level observed in t
(p,a) reaction@4# with an ,51 transition.

10. 4537.7-keV level

This new level decays to the 41
1 and 51

2 states. The de-
caying transitions restrict the spin range to 32, 4, 5, or 61,
while the shapes of the excitation functions favor a spin
assignment. While not conclusive, the angular distribut
for the transition to the 52 level favors a mixedE2/M1
multipolarity, implying negative parity for the 4537.7-ke
level.

11. 4562.1-keV level

This new level decays by a sole transition of 1822.8 k
to the 41

2 state. The angular distribution of thisg ray has a
negativea2 coefficient, indicating that the spin difference
at most one unit. The shape of the excitation function fav
a spin-5 assignment. There may be evidence of a 2243-
transition to the 51

2 level as well, as the peak from a muc
stronger 2240-keV transition appears to have a ‘‘should
on its high-energy side. However, the excitation function
this additional peak is inconclusive.

12. 4579.1-keV level

A spin-1 state was observed in the~g,g8! experiments@23#
at 458062 keV, and the ground-state transition as well a
more intenseg-ray decay to the 02

1 level are observed in the
present work. This level is suggested to be the 4.5660.02
MeV state populated in the (3He,d) reaction@3# with an,51
transition. Since the89Y target hasI p51/22, the 4579.1-
keV level is assigned as having positive parity.

13. 4591.4-keV level

This level was suggested previously to be a 31 level
based on the strength observed in the (p,d) reaction ~al-
though that work placed the level at 4578 keV! @1#. The
angular distributions of theg rays placed as decaying from
this level in the present work are indicative of dipole tran
tions, and the excitation functions are consistent with
spin-3 state. Therefore, the previous 31 assignment is
adopted here.

14. 4614.8-keV level

Transitions with energies of 1166.2, 1537.6, and 229
keV are observed with thresholds of'4.7 MeV. Theseg
rays decay to 41, 52, and 61 levels, establishing a new
2-10
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level at 4615 keV and limiting the spin to 41, 5, or 61. The
shapes of the excitation functions are consistent with sp
only. Therefore, a 61 assignment is adopted.

15. 4781.9-keV level

This new level is observed to decay to the 51
2 level only.

Its spin is therefore restricted to the range 3–7. The exc
tion function, while not conclusive, favors a spin-3 or
assignment. If the level were 32, an unlikely largeB(E2)
value of 19 W.u. for the transition would result. Therefore
spin of 4 is favored.

16. 4795.6-keV level

Identified with the 4.78~2!-MeV level observed in the
(p,a) reaction@4#, this level decays by a sole transition
the ground state. The positivea2 coefficient implies a 21

assignment.

17. 4818.1-keV level

A new level is established at 4818.1 keV, with dec
branches to the 3842.3-keV 21 and the 2747.7-keV 32 lev-
els. The spin value is thus 12, 2, 3, or 41. The shape of the
excitation function strongly favors a spin-3 or -4 assignme
The angular distributions did not yield a statistically signi
canta2 value.

18. 4840.3-keV level

This new level decays to the 41
1 and 31

2 levels, limiting
the possibleI p values to be 21, 3, 4, or 52. The shape of the
excitation function is inconsistent with spin 3 or 4, but
consistent with spin 5. Therefore, a 52 assignment is
adopted.

19. 4867.5-keV level

This level can be associated with the 4875-keV state
served in the (p,p8) reaction@17#. The decay pattern limits
the spin to the range 41, 5, while the shape of the excitatio
function favors a spin-5 assignment. Assuming this spin,
angular distributions of the transitions to the 41 and 61 lev-
els are inconsistent with pure dipole multipolarity, as wou
be the case for the 52 assignment. Therefore, 51 is adopted.

20. 4992.6-keV level

This level can be associated with the 4980-keV level
served in the (p,d) reaction populated with an,51 transfer.
Since the 91Zr target ground-state spin is 5/21, an ,51
transfer transition could populate levels with spins in t
range 12 – 42. This level is also identified as being pop
lated in the (3He,d) reaction @3# with an ,52 transition,
limiting the spin/parity range to 12 – 32. The decaying tran-
sitions from this level populate final states with spins 21,
32, and 42. Combined with the transfer results, 22 or 32

are the only possibilities. The only reliable angular distrib
02431
6

a-

t.

-

e

-

-

tion that could be extracted was obtained for the 1684-k
transition to the 21 level, which must be a pure dipole tran
sition. Since itsa2 coefficient is positive, only a 22 assign-
ment is consistent with all the data.

21. 5083.9-keV level

This level, identified as one part of a doublet populated
an ,52 transition in the (3He,d) reaction @3#, and hence
having negative parity, decays by two transitions to the1

2

and 41
2 levels. From the shape of the excitation functions,

spin can be restricted to either 2 or 3, although a spin of
favored.

22. 5090.3-keV level

This level is identified as the other part of the doub
populated with an,52 transition in the (3He,d) reaction@3#.
The shape of the excitation function indicates a spin of
Therefore, a 32 assignment is tentatively adopted. The neg
tive a2 angular distribution coefficient for the transition t
the 21

1 level is consistent with this assignment.

23. 5107.9-keV level

This new level decays to the 21
1 and 41

2 states, yielding
possibleI p values of 22, 3, or 41. The shape of the excita
tion function and the positivea2 value for the transition to
the 21

1 level are consistent with a 41 assignment; however, a
spin of 3 cannot be ruled out.

24. 5172.0-keV level

This new level decays to both the 41
2 and 51

2 levels. The
shape of the excitation function favors a spin-4 assignm
The angular distribution for the 2432-keVg ray has a posi-
tive a2 coefficient, consistent with aDI 50 dipole transition
to the 42 state.

25. 5175.7-keV level

A new level is established by a sole transition of 2989
keV to the 21

1 state. From the shape of the excitation fun
tion, a spin of 3 or 4 is suggested. No useful information
further restrict the spin value was obtained from the angu
distributions.

26. 5183.6-keV level

Identified with the 5180-keV level observed in th
(3He,d) reaction@3#, this level decays to the 01 ground state
as well as the 21

1 level. This decay pattern limits the spin t
1 or 21. It is populated with an,51 transition in the
(3He,d) reaction@3#, implying that it has positive parity.
2-11
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27. 5359.2-keV level

This new level was observed in the present work to de
by a single transition to the 41

1 state, restricting the spin to
21, 3, 4, 5, or 61. The excitation function for the 2282-keV
g ray favors a spin assignment of either 3 or 4. The posit
a2 coefficient further rules out negative parity if the spin is

IV. CONFIGURATION ASSIGNMENTS

A wealth of complementary data are available on90Zr and
is helpful not only for level assignments but also for config
ration assignments@24–27#. Especially useful in this regard
are the results from transfer reactions, summarized in Fig
and the inelastic scattering studies. To these data, the re
of the present work addg-ray branchings and, in many case
transition rates or limits as given in Table II. In this sectio
suggested dominant components in the wave functions
be given for many of the low-lying levels. These sugges
configurations should not be viewed as being pure~there can
be a large degree of mixing of the configurations!, but rather
reflect the components that are sampled by the variety
probes. Many of these assignments have been given in
ous other papers, but these tended to concentrate on com
sons with the specific experimental data. In this study,
results from all available data on90Zr have been used in
order to suggest configuration assignments.

Since 90Zr has a closedN550 neutron shell and close
Z540 proton subshell, it can be expected that the low-ly
levels can be approximated as simple particle-hole exc
tions. For the present discussion,88Sr, with its closedN
550 neutron shell andp3/2 and f 5/2 proton subshells, is take
as the core. The suggested dominant wave function com
nents are summarized in Fig. 6.

A. The „pp1Õ2…
2¿„pg9Õ2…

2 configuration

For spherical shapes, theZ540 Fermi surface lies be
tween thep1/2 and g9/2 orbitals. Since both can couple t
form I p501 states, it is expected that a 01 state occurs a
low-excitation energies in addition to the ground state
90Zr. This is indeed the case, and it has been demonstr
~see, e.g., Ref.@32#! that these configurations mix appreci
bly. From the 89Y( 3He,d) reaction @3#, the target ground
state of which has thep1/2 configuration, the spectroscop
factor for the transfer of thep1/2 proton to the ground stat
and the first-excited 01 state at 1761 keV are (2j 11)C2S
51.31 and 0.52, respectively. The ground-state wave fu
tion, when written asu0g.s.

1 &5a(pp1/2)
21b(pg9/2)

2, hasa
'0.8 andb'0.6 @1#, or is almost completely mixed. Th
remaining states from the (pg9/2)

2 coupling– 21, 41, 61,
and 81 –are then expected to form the yrast band, as
served in Fig. 6. All experimental studies are consistent w
these states having a predominantly (pg9/2)

2 configuration,
as most recently demonstrated with theg-factor measure-
ment of the 21

1 level @33#. However, the largeB(E2) values
for the transitions in the yrast band, most notablyB(E2;21

1

→01
1) of 5.261.0 W.u., indicates a certain degree of colle

tivity in the wave function. A folding-model analysis usin
02431
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Bohr-Mottelson collective transition densities for the 21

level ~a,a8! data indicated that, while the deduced value
1.0460.13 for theMn /M p ratio was smaller than theN/Z
ratio of 1.25, it was larger than the value of 0.84 fro
random-phase approximation calculations@35#, suggesting
an isoscalar contribution to the wave function. This con
bution, however, must be rather small since theg factor is in
excellent agreement with that expected for a pure (pg9/2)

2

configuration@33#.

FIG. 5. Summary of results from nucleon-transfer reactions i
90Zr @1–4#. The panels are labeled with the reaction used. O
results up to 5.5 MeV, and those where the transfer peak could
identified with a level observed in the present work, are shown.
(p,d), (3He,a), (3He,d), and (p,a) data are taken from Refs
@1–4#, respectively.
2-12
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TABLE II. Transition rates forg-ray decays in90Zr determined from the90Zr(n,n8g) reaction, or taken from Ref.@16#. For the cases of
mixed E2/M1 transitions, thed values are taken from Table I. Values in brackets are calculated using the second possible solutiond.

Ei ~keV! F(t) t ~fs! I i
p Ef ~keV! I f

p B(E1) (31023 W.u.) B(E2) ~W.u.! B(M1) (mN
2 )

1760.7 88.4(36) nsa 01 0.0 01 r2(E0)310353.3(17)b

2186.2 127~4! a 21 1760.7 01 5.2~10! a

0.0 01 5.37~18!

2319.0 1167~4! ms a 52 0.0 01 B(E5)58.7(4) W.u.a

2186.3 21 B(E3)50.18(6) W.u.a

2747.7 6.8~9! psc 32 2319.0 52 1.7~4!

2186.2 21 0.38~5!

0.0 01 B(E3)526(3) W.u.c

3308.2 0.29~5! 140230
140 21 2186.2 21 2.7~7! @28~8!# 0.088~25! @0.035~10!#

1760.7 01 0.77~29!

0.0 01 0.44~12!

3448.1 0.01~1! .2100 61 3076.9 41 ,44
2319.0 52 ,0.16

3589.3 189~6! nsa 81 3448.1 61 2.40~16!

2319.0 52 B(E3)50.052(3) W.u.
3842.3 0.61~4! 35~7! 21 2186.2 21 6.2~14! @0.9~2!# 0.023~5! @0.048~10!#

0.0 01 0.99~20!

3958.7 0.54~5! 47~9! 52 2739.3 42 0.6~1! 0.232~45!

2319.0 52 0.14~3! 0.178~34!

4058.1 0.23~7! 170250
190 41 3076.8 41 0.18~8! 0.024~11!

2747.7 32 0.047~25!

2739.3 42 0.026~17!

2186.2 21 7.6~31!

4225.4 0.67~6! 29~7! 42 2747.7 32 ,25(8) ,0.092(30)
2739.3 42 9.5~23! 0.37~9!

2319.0 52 2.0~6! 0.038~12!

4229.0 0.59~3! 39~4! 21 2747.7 32 1.3~3!

2186.2 21 0.020~3! @10.2~16!# 0.089~14! @0.018~3!#

0.0 01 0.093~18!

4232.0 0.46~15! 65228
153 (62) 2319.0 52 4.121.8

13.1 0.1020.04
10.08

4237.0 0.26~4! 150~30! (1,21) 3308.2 21

2186.2 21

1760.7 01

4262.4 0.11~3! 4002100
1190 31 3308.2 21 0.027~9! 0.011~4!

3076.8 41 4.6~16! @0.20~6!# 0.0011~4! @0.012~4!#

2747.7 32 0.052~19!

2739.3 42 0.10~3!

2186.2 21 0.20~7! 0.0041~14!

4299.2 0.56~6! 44~9! (52) 2739.3 42 2.9~6! 0.102~21!

2319.0 52 7.1~15! 0.064~13!

4332.0 0.50~4! 54~9! 41 3076.8 41 0.77~13! 0.202~34!

2747.7 32 1.2~2!

2319.1 52 0.16~3!

4348.1 ~0.57~8!! ~42~10!! (41) 2739.3 42

2186.2 21 ,17(4)
4426.4 0.15~8! 2902110

1340 01 2186.2 21 2.121.1
11.3

4455.6 0.20~4! 200240
170 2(2) 2747.7 32 0.002920.0008

10.0005 0.02420.006
10.004

2186.2 21 0.012(3)
4474.4 0.19~10! 220290

1260 41 2747.7 32 0.3120.14
10.21

2739.3 42 0.1220.07
10.08

4494.8 0.47~5! 61~11! 32 2747.7 32 ,1.6(10) ,0.008(5)
2739.3 42 0.013~2! @31~6!# 0.16~3! @0.0039~7!#
024312-13
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TABLE II. ~Continued!.

Ei ~keV! F(t) t ~fs! I i
p Ef ~keV! I f

p B(E1) (31023 W.u.) B(E2) ~W.u.! B(M1) (mN
2 )

4533.6 0.37~11! 100240
150 32 3308.2 21 0.26~12!

3076.8 41 0.93~43!

2739.3 42 3.3~15! @0.57~26!# 0.0045~21! @0.019~9!#

2186.2 21 0.030~16!

4537.7 0.22~7! 190265
1100 4(2) 3076.8 41 0.3120.11

10.16

2319.0 52 ,2.120.7
11.1 ,0.01720.006

10.009

4541.5 0.39~7! 85218
124 61 3448.1 61 ,19(7) ,0.038(14)

2319.0 52 0.48~11!

4562.1 0.20~7! 200260
1140 5 2739.3 42

4579.1 0.89~4! 7.4~2.9! 1(1) 1760.7 01 0.19~7!

0.0 01 0.036~15!

4591.4 0.21~4! 200240
160 31 2747.7 32 0.28~7!

2186.2 21 0.19~5! 0.0037~9!

4646.7 0.90~11! 7~6! 1,21 1760.7 01

0.0 01

4681.5 0.56~6! 44~10! 21 2747.7 32 0.77~19!

2186.2 21 ,1.7(5) ,0.017(5)
0.0 01 0.10~3!

4701.1 0.45~4! 66~10! 21 2747.7 32 0.39~6!

2186.2 21 ,0.79(13) ,0.008(1)
1760.7 01 0.88~14!

0.0 01 0.017~4!

4781.9 0.75~23! 20219
132 (32),4 2319.0 52

4795.6 0.85~8! 1025
18 21 0.0 01 1.1~7!

4818.1 0.21~12! 2002100
1280 3,41 3842.3 21

2747.7 32

4824.3 0.49~6! 58212
115 21 3076.8 41 2.2~15!

2186.2 21 0.04420.009
10.012 @2.720.5

10.7# 0.04220.009
10.011 @0.01120.002

10.003#

0.0 01 0.031~10!

4840.3 0.30~7! 120220
140 52 3076.8 41 0.5120.13

10.11

2747.7 32 2.120.6
10.5

4867.5 0.21~5! 200250
170 51 3448.1 61 4.521.3

11.6 0.01520.004
10.005

3076.8 41 2.120.6
10.7 0.01820.005

10.006

2739.3 42 0.02620.013
10.014

4932.6 0.16~11! 2602160
1 1,21 0.0 01

4941.9 0.44~6! 70~15! 41 3076.8 41 ,16(4) ,0.09(2)
2319.0 52 0.09~2!

4992.6 0.14~5! 300280
1180 22 3842.3 21 0.18~7!

3308.2 21 0.19~7!

2747.7 32 ,0.34(13) ,0.003(1)
2739.3 42 ,0.21(9) ,0.002(1)

5068.6 0.85~18! 1029
119 12 0.0 01 0.3720.24

13.36

5083.8 0.46~8! 66214
118 2(2),(32) 2747.7 32

2739.3 42

5107.9 0.37~12! 100240
160 ~3!,41 2186.2 21 1.620.6

11.1

2739.3 42

5172.0 0.64~8! 3329
111 ~4! 2739.3 42

2319.0 52

5175.7 0.65~11! 32212
130 3,41 2186.2 21

5183.6 0.85~6! 10~5! 11,21 2186.2 21

0.0 01

5232.2 0.59~4! 49~4! 3,41 2186.2 21

5270.8 0.70~33! 24223
176 3,4 2739.3 42
024312-14
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TABLE II. ~Continued!.

Ei ~keV! F(t) t ~fs! I i
p Ef ~keV! I f

p B(E1) (31023 W.u.) B(E2) ~W.u.! B(M1) (mN
2 )

5306.0 0.69~5! 25~7! 21 0.0 01 0.32~9!

5307.8 0.32~13! 105235
1115 32,41 2747.7 32

2319.0 52

2186.2 21

5312.8 0.39~6! 85~15! 1,(21) 1760.7 01

0.0 01

5317.7 0.15~5! 280280
1160 32 2747.7 32 ,0.6320.24

10.26 ,0.006920.0026
10.0029

2186.2 21 0.024~10!

5359.2 0.64~4! 33~5! 31,4 3076.8 41

5379.8 0.67~5! 29~6! 41 2186.2 21 3.5~7!

5426.1 0.42~9! 75220
128 32 3308.2 21 0.3320.11

10.13

2319.0 52 0.6020.19
10.24

2186.2 21 0.02520.009
10.011

5437.8 0.61~3! 35~5! 21 2747.7 32 0.44~6!

1760.7 01 0.30~5!

0.0 01 0.037~6!

5457.7 0.73~3! 23~4! 41 3076.8 41 ,6.9(26) ,0.065(24)
2747.7 32 0.73~18!

5504.8 0.85~2! 11~1! 12 1760.7 01 0.47~5!

0.0 01 0.11~1!

5513.2 0.18~8! 230280
1110 ~3,4!2 3076.8 41

2747.7 32

5564.2 0.87~6! 11~4! 2–4 2186.2 21

5590.6 0.73~2! 23~3! 21 2747.7 32 0.17~4!

2186.2 21 ,1.7(2) ,0.033(4)
0.0 01 0.081~11!

5601.8 0.61~4! 35~6! 3,41 2186.2 21

5607.7 0.76~12! 20210
113 3,41 3308.2 21

5651.2 0.50~5! 65~7! 2739.3 42

5724.3 0.63~5! 32~6! 2186.2 21

5775.1 0.61~10! 3528
130 2186.2 21

5846.3 0.75~35! 20219
163 2186.2 21

aFrom Ref.@16#.
bFrom Ref.@28#.
cCalculated usingB(E3)↑50.087(10)e2 b3 from Ref.@29#. The lifetime listed in Ref.@16# usedB(E3)↑50.027(5)e2 b3 from (17O,17O8)
data @30#. However, it has been shown@31# that a folding-model analysis of the (17O,17O8) data provides a superior fit of the angul
distributions and results inB(E3)↑50.071e2 b3.
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Assuming a purej 2 configuration, theB(El) values
within the band are given by

B~El;I i
p→I f

p!54~2 j 11!~2I f11!

3H j j I i

l I f j J
2

u^f j iT l
Eif j&u2, ~7!

whereuf j& is the single-particle wave function,$ % indicates
a 6j symbol, andT l

E is the transition operator. The ratios o
the B(E2) values within the band are thus given solely
ratios of spin factors. With the wave function for the 02

1 level
determined from single-nucleon-transfer studies@1# of
0.8(pg9/2)

220.6(pp1/2)
2, the B(E2;81→61)/B(E2;21

→02
1) ratio is predicted to be 0.497, in excellent agreem
02431
t

with the experimental value of 0.4660.09. Unfortunately, the
B(E2) values for the other members of the (pg9/2)

2 configu-
ration could not be determined in the present study, but F
7 shows the expected values based on Eq.~7!. Also shown
are the values for the 21

1→0g.s.
1 decay, where it can be see

that the decay to the ground state is stronger than that
dicted using the wave function 0.8(pp1/2)

210.6(pg9/2)
2.

This effect may be related to collective components in
21

1 wave function not taken into account here.

B. The pp1Õ2pg9Õ2 configuration

The breaking of ap1/2 pair and promotion of one of the
particles into theg9/2 orbital results in the coupling of thes
two orbitals to form 42 and 52 levels that should occur a
2-15
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FIG. 6. Interpretations of selected levels in90Zr in terms of simple shell-model configurations. Only the dominant wave func
components are given with88Sr used as the core.
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low energy in 90Zr. These states have been observed,
lower of the two, the 52 level at 2319 keV, is an isomeri
state that decays by anE5 transition to the ground state an
anE3 transition to the 21

1 level. TheB(E5;52→0g.s.
1 ) value

is 8.760.4 W.u., indicating some degree of collectivity
this 52 level. In fact, it has recently been suggested@34# that
the lowest 52 levels in theZ540– 50 region are collective
one-phonon~diatriacontapolar! excitations. Evidence for this
interpretation comes from the near constancy of their exc
tion energies and large deformation parametersb5 @36#.
Moreover, these states are significantly populated in m
transfer studies such as one- and two-neutron-transfer r
tions, a behavior not expected for pure proton excitatio
However, results from single-proton transfer studies, as il
trated in Fig. 5, show that the wave function is dominated
the pp1/2pg9/2 configuration, and it is labeled as such. T
42 member, located at 2739 keV, is shown convincingly
single-proton transfer studies@3,4#.

2 4 6 8
Initial spin ( )

1

3

5

7

9

B
(E

2)
 (

W
u)

2+ 0gs
+

FIG. 7. B(E2) values for decaying transitions within th
(pg9/2)

2 configuration. The bold line joins the predicted values u
ing Eq. ~7! and the 21

1→02
1 transition to determine the transitio

matrix element. The values slightly to the left of spin 2 are for t
decay to the ground state, where the filled circle is the predic
value.
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C. The octupole phonon

The lowest 32 level at 2748 keV has a largeB(E3;32

→0g.s.
1 ) value of 2663 W.u. as determined from (e,e8)

studies@20#. The inelastic scattering studies of Ref.@35# in-
dicated that this was an isoscalar excitation, with anMn /M p

ratio of 1.3160.11 in excellent agreement withN/Z51.25.
This observation is taken as strong evidence for the octup
phonon nature of the 31

2 level.
At about twice the 32 energy, in the vicinity of 5.5 MeV,

it may be expected that two-phonon octupole excitatio
should occur. These would form a quadruplet of states w
spin parities 01, 21, 41, and 61. While in a region of
increasing level density, it may be possible that enough
the collective natures of these levels are retained to be
served in highly sensitive Coulomb excitation experimen

D. Excitations of the 88Sr core

The lowest 21 in 88Sr, occurring at 1836 keV, has
rather largeB(E2;21→0g.s.

1 )57.260.2 W.u.@22# indicative
of the collective nature of the wave function. Detailed calc
lations support this notion@37#, and list the main amplitudes
aspp3/2

21pp1/2 andp f 5/2
21pp1/2, with '20– 30% of the wave

function consisting of neutron 1p-1h contributions. The sub-
stantial occupancy of thepp1/2 orbital in the 21

1 wave func-
tion implies that one should consider any core excitation
90Zr as coupling to the g9/2 proton pair, with the
(pg9/2)J501

2
^

88Sr21 lying lowest in energy, followed by the
(pg9/2)J521

2
^

88Sr21 coupled states. The expected excitati
energies for such states can be approximately found from
addition of the 88Sr 21 state energy~1836 keV! and the
(pg9/2)J501,21

2 energies~1761 and 2186 keV, respectively!
to be 3.6 and 4.0 MeV. The 21 level at 3308 keV showed a
transverse form factor in the electron scattering study of R
@20#, which could only be explained by the presence
pp3/2

21pp1/2 and p f 5/2
21pp1/2 transitions. This level was as

-

d
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signed@20# as the (pg9/2)J501
2

^
88Sr21 state. If this were a

pure configuration, and assuming that there are no com
nents in the88Sr21 core state that involve thepg9/2 configu-
ration, in the weak-coupling limit theB(E2;@(pg9/2)J1

2

^
88Sr21#21→(pg9/2) I

f
p

2
) values should be equal t

B(E2;21
1→0g.s.

1 ) of the 88Sr core forJ5I f and be zero oth-
erwise. Examining the decay of the 3308-keV 21 state, the
dominant decay is to the (pg9/2)21

2 state, with aB(E2;22
1

→21
1) value of 2.760.7 W.u., and weaker decays to the 01

states withB(E2;22
1→01) values of 0.4460.12 and 0.77

60.29 W.u. for the ground state and excited 01 state, respec-
tively. This indicates a far more complex structure than t
given by (pg9/2)J501

2
^

88Sr21.
One resolution of the above discrepancy is that there

major component of (pg9/2)J521
2 in the initial-state wave

function. Using theB(E2;22
1→21

1) value of 2.760.7 W.u.,
an amplitude of 0.6 is extracted, resulting in a wave funct
@0.8(pg9/2)J501

2
10.6(pg9/2)J521

2
# ^

88Sr21. While explain-
ing the 22

1→21
1 decays, this wave function would result

B(E2;22
1→01) values of 2.9 W.u. and 1.6 W.u. for the 02

1

and 0g.s.
1 levels, respectively, much greater than the values

0.7760.29 and 0.4460.12 W.u. observed experimentally
thus, this mixing of (pg9/2)

2 configurations cannot be solel
responsible.

At a higher energy, one may expect a series of lev
resulting from the coupling (pg9/2)J521

2
^

88Sr21. In the
weak-coupling limit, these should have decays to
(pg9/2)

2, I f521 level with B(E2) values equal to
B(E2;21→0g.s.

1 ) in 88Sr. At '4 MeV, there are two levels
with I p521 and 41, that have enhancedE2 decays to the
2186-keV 21 level. These transitions haveB(E2) values of
6.261.4 W.u. and 7.663.1 W.u., respectively, in excellen
agreement with the expected value of 7.260.2 W.u. from the
88Sr core. Further, the 23

1 level has no observable deca
branch to the 02

1 level, while the decay to the ground state
0.9960.20 W.u. There is no clear evidence for a pure1

member of the (pg9/2)J521
2

^
88Sr21 configuration; the 01

level at 4124 keV was populated very strongly in the tw
neutron-transfer reaction and was suggested to be a
phonon pairing vibration, the strength of which was fra
mented over several levels@21#. One of these, namely, th
01 level at 4426 keV has a measurable lifetime that lead
B(E2;01→21

1)52.121.1
11.3 W.u. This state is assigned as ha

ing contributions from the two-phonon pairing vibration a
the (pg9/2)J521

2
^

88Sr21 configuration.

E. The „pp1Õ2…
2pg9Õ2pp3Õ2

À1 configuration

The promotion of a proton from thep3/2 orbital into the
g9/2 orbital results in a quadruplet of states with spins 32 to
62. These states can be identified from the results of
93Nb(p,a) reaction, since the93Nb target ground state ca
be described as, in the simplest approximati
0.75(pg9/2)9/21

3
10.66(pp1/2)

2pg9/2, with the twod5/2 neu-
trons coupled to zero. In the work of Vergneset al. @4#, they
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identified levels at 3.95, 4.22, 4.28, and 4.54 MeV as res
ing from the pickup of ap3/2 proton, with the level at 3.95
assigned as a 52 state. The 42 level was observed in the
(e,e8) reaction@20# and in the present work at 4225 keV
The 4534-keV 32 level has been identified with the 4.5
MeV level in the (p,a) study @4#. Therefore, only the 62

level remains unassigned. This state was not identified in
present study.

Decays from the (pp1/2)
2pg9/2pp3/2

21 configuration to the
lower-lying pg9/2pp1/2 configuration involve the one
particle transitionpp1/2→pp3/2, and thus should have en
hancedB(M1) values due to their spin-flip nature. Indee
this is borne out by theB(M1;52

2→41
2) value of (0.232

60.045)mN
2 and B(M1;52

2→51
2)5(0.17860.034)mN

2

amongst the largestB(M1) values observed in90Zr.
Using an initial-state wave function of@@ j ^ j #J50

^ @ j 1

^ j 2
21#J8# I i, transitions to a final-state configuration of@ j

^ j 1# I f are given by

B~T l
j ;I i→I f !5

2~2 j 211!

2 j 111
~2I f11!

3H j 1 j 2 I i

l I f j J
2

u^f j 2
iTl

j if j&u2, ~8!

wherej labels electric or magnetic transitions. The reduc
matrix element u^f j 2

iTl
j if j&u corresponds to transition

from j→ j 2. In the particular case of the (pp1/2)
2

3pg9/2pp3/2
21→pg9/2pp1/2 transitions, Eq.~8! predicts that

the 52
2→51

2 B(M1) value should be the largest, a factor
6 larger than the 52

2→41
2 B(M1) value. This prediction is

contrary to the experimental result, whereB(M1;52
2→41

2)
is the largest observed. Shown in Fig. 8 are the obser
B(M1) values compared to predictions assuming harmo
oscillator wave functions and bareg factors (gs

p55.58, g,
p

51) for the (pp1/2)
2pg9/2pp3/2

21→pg9/2pp1/2 transitions.
While one expects that the calculated values should be la

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0
Initial spin ( )

0.1

0.3

B
(M

1)
 (

N
2 )

( p1/2)
2 g9/2 p3/2

-1

g9/2 p1/2

FIG. 8. B(M1) values for decaying transitions from th
(pp1/2)

2pg9/2pp3/2
21 configuration to thepg9/2pp1/2 configuration.

The open points and solid line are the experimental and theore
values, respectively, for decays to the 42 state, whereas the solid
points and the dashed line are those to the 52 state. The theoretica
values were calculated using Eq.~8! with reduced matrix elements
from harmonic-oscillator wave functions assuming bare protog
factors.
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than the experimental results, transitions from the 42
2 and 52

2

states to the 41
2 level are observed to bemuch greaterthan

predicted. The origin of these largeB(M1) values is un-
known. It must be emphasized here that, especially regar
the 42

2→41
2 transition, increasing the multipole mixing doe

not solve the problem as this would result in an overly la
B(E2) value for the transition, which is equally difficult t
explain.

F. The „pp1Õ2…
2pg9Õ2pf 5Õ2

À1 configuration

The promotion of a particle from thep f f /2 orbital to the
pg9/2 orbital results in a series of levels withI p522 – 72.
This configuration could be populated in the (p,a) reaction
with ,53 transfer. In the work of Vergneset al. @4#, levels at
4.36, 4.47, and 5.10 MeV were observed with an angu
distribution indicative of,53 transfer. It is also apparent i
the high-resolution spectrum published in Ref.@4# that peaks
at 4.28 MeV and 4.49 MeV have an,53 component. In the
(e,e8) reaction, a 62 level at 4231 keV had a transvers
form factor due to theg9/2 f 5/2

21 proton configuration@20#. The
negative-parity levels at 4232 keV (62), 4299 keV (52),
4375 keV (72), and 4495 keV (32) observed in the presen
work are suggested as members of the (pp1/2)

2pg9/2p f 5/2
21

configuration. The 22 member of the quintuplet is suggeste
as the 4455-keV 2(2) level. The 4299-keV level is suggeste
to be mixed with the 52 member of the (pp1/2)

2pg9/2pp3/2
21

configuration, leading to its observed,51 transfer compo-
nent in the (p,a) reaction@4#.

In a pure (pp1/2)
2pg9/2p f 5/2

21 configuration,M1 transi-
tions to thepg9/2pp1/2 states would be forbidden. This is
however, not the case as can be seen in Table II. The 4
keV 62, 4299-keV 52, and 4495-keV 32 levels have large
B(M1) values for decays to the 42 or 52 pg9/2pp1/2 levels,
indicating a very significant degree of mixing with th
(pp1/2)

2pg9/2pp3/2
21 configuration. As is evident from Fig. 8

the largeM1 strength cannot be explained with thep1/2
→p3/2 transitions solely.

G. The „pg9Õ2…
2pp1Õ2pp3Õ2

À1 and „pg9Õ2…
2pp1Õ2pf 5Õ2

À1

configurations

Proton particle-hole excitations coupled to the spin-0 c
pling of a pair of g9/2 protons should also lie at low
excitation energies in90Zr, in the vicinity of the (pp1/2)

2

^ p-h states. The (pg9/2)
2

^ p-h states have positive parity
and thus their identification is more difficult due to the nu
ber of other expected positive-parity excitations. The lowe
lying states should be the@(pg9/2)

2#J50^ pp1/2pp3/2
21 21

and 11 levels and the@(pg9/2)
2#J50^ pp1/2p f 5/2

21 21 and
31 levels. The@(pg9/2)

2#J50^ pp1/2pp3/2
21 21 and 11 levels

may be evident from their expected largeB(M1) values for
decay to the lower-lying (pg9/2)

2 01 and 21 states. The 11

level at 4579 keV has a largeB(M1;11→02
1) value of

0.1960.07 mN
2 , and the 4229-keV 21 level hasB(M1;21

→21
1)50.08960.014mN

2 . These levels are thus assigned
arising from the@(pg9/2)

2#J50^ pp1/2pp3/2
21 configuration.

The lack of a clear signature makes the assignment of the1
02431
ng
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r
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and 31 levels of the@(pg9/2)
2#J50^ pp1/2p f 5/2

21 more diffi-
cult, and the only guide is the expectation that they lie clo
in energy to the@(pg9/2)

2#J50^ pp1/2pp3/2
21 states. The 31

level at 4262 keV is a prime candidate, with the (1,21) level
at 4237 keV a candidate for the 21 member.

H. The „pp1Õ2…
2nd5Õ2ng9Õ2

À1 configuration

Observed through the single-nucleon-transfer reacti
(p,d) @1# and (3He,a) @2#, the 21 – 71 levels are also seen
in the present study. Lifetimes were obtained for the 21, 31,
41, and 61 levels. Except for the 41 level, the others have
as expected, rather weakB(M1) andB(E2) values for their
decays. The 41 level has a surprisingly largeB(M1;41

→41
1)5(0.20260.034)mN

2 , indicating that it does not have
a pure configuration. The origin of thisM1 strength is un-
known.

V. SHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS

The wave functions for90Zr were obtained employing the
OXBASH code @38# in a model space ofp0 f 5/2, p1p3/2,
p1p1/2, andp0g9/2 with the effective Hamiltonian of Ji and
Wildenthal~JW! @39#. This Hamiltonian is designed for pro
ton configurations for nuclei withN550. The starting
Hamiltonian was obtained from a two-Yukawa-potent
model for the central force. An improved fit to 170 ener
data points~ground-state binding energies and excitation e
ergies! for nuclei from 82Ge to 96Pd was obtained by varying
35 linear combinations of the 65 two-body matrix eleme
in this model space. The experimental energies were re
duced with a rms deviation of 150 keV. The resulting J
Hamiltonian is given in the last column of Table 1 in Re
@39#. Results for nuclei down to80Zr obtained with the JW
interaction are discussed in Refs.@40# and @41#. The JW
Hamiltonian has also been used to calculate electromagn
transition rates and magnetic moments forN550 nuclei
@42#.

The B(M1) and B(E2) values for 90Zr were obtained
with multiparticle transition densities combined with singl
particle matrix elements as discussed in Ref.@42#. The E2
single-particle matrix elements are based on harmo
oscillator radial wave functions with\v58.80 MeV~a value
that gives a rms charge radius close to experiment! and an
E2 proton effective charge ofep51.5e. The M1 single-
particle matrix elements are obtained with an effective p
ton spin g factor of 0.7 times the free-nucleon value, a
with g,51 for the orbitalg factor. The reduction in the spin
g factor comes from a combination of first-order core pol
ization, higher-order core polarization, and meson
exchange corrections to theM1 operator. These effective
operators are a little different from those used in Ref.@42#,
but the conclusions that are drawn are qualitative and do
depend on this difference. Note that there are noE1 single-
particle matrix elements in this model, and that all of theE1
strength must come from admixtures of configurations
volving orbits outside the model space such as the 0f 7/2 and
1d5/2 orbitals.

Since only proton configurations are employed, it can
2-18
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0 0

0 1761

2 2186

4 3077

6 3448
2 3308

8 3589

2 3842

4 40580 4124

0 0

0 1840

2 2276

4 31672 3211

8 3577
6 3415

2 4229 2 4236
4 4331

0 4426 (5 ) 44554 4474

3 3705 2 3732

2 39921 4044

1( ) 4579

0 41174 4153
3 4274 4 43115 4350
7 4487 4 4534 0 4570

6 4683
1 4765 2 47853 48225 4833 4 4903 0 49229 4969 2 4971

4 4348
3 4262

6 45415 4562 3 45916 4614 7 46402 4646 2 4701
1 47742 4795 4 48182 4824 5 48672 4932 4 4941

2 46821, ,8

(1,   )

3,1,

Theory Experiment

ph levels

FIG. 9. Spectrum of positive-parity levels predicted~left! by shell-model calculations~usingOXBASH described in text! and observed in
the present work~right! for 90Zr. Only levels up to 5 MeV are shown. The neutronph states, labeled on the right side of the plot, have
corresponding levels in the calculations, which used only proton configurations.
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be expected that a one-to-one correspondence betwee
served and calculated levels occurs. However, since the
neutron ph state occurs at'4.3 MeV, levels below this
should be reasonably explained with the proton configu
tions, with the caveat that collective components will not
properly accounted for.

Shown in Figs. 9 and 10 are the results of calculations
the positive and negative parities, respectively, compa
with the present experimental results. Only levels below
MeV are plotted, with the calculated levels on the left a
the experimental levels on the right side of the figures. Ov
all, the calculations reproduce the excited state spect
well; below 5 MeV, 41 excited states are predicted and 49
observed, of which five are assigned as neutronph states
and, therefore, should not be considered. Of the 41 predi
levels, 27 are positive parity and 14 negative parity, co
02431
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e

r
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5

r-
m
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pared to 29~seven tentative! positive-parity~not including
the neutronph states! and 16~two tentative! negative-parity
levels observed. The distribution as a function of spin agr
very well, as shown in Fig. 11 for the positive-parity state
The energies of the levels are also well reproduced gener
The most notable exceptions are the 31

1 and 11
1 levels, which

are predicted'560 keV lower than observed.
The transition rates do not display the same degree

agreement as the level energies, however. Figure 12 sh
the B(M1) values for selected transitions plotted with t
abscissa labeled by the state number~the nth occurrence of
the level with spinI with increasing excitation energy!; only
the first five are shown. The calculated values are shown
lines joining the values and the experimental values as d
points~where values are known!. Detailed agreement shoul
not be expected here since minor adjustments in parame
5 2319

3 27484 2739

5 3959

5 2316

4 2649

4 4225 (6 ) 4232 (5 ) 42997 4375
2 4456 3 4495

3 2663

4 3802
6 3891

5 4050

4 43467 44186 4465
2 46205 4633

3 4713
5 4901

5 4997

3 4533 4( ) 4537

(3 ) 4781 3 4814 5 4840
2 4993

,4

Theory Experiment

FIG. 10. As in Fig. 9, but for negative-parity states.
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could result in an interchange of some levels, and furt
experiments could identify~or clarify! additional levels of a
particular spin. What is of interest, rather, are the trends
the experimental and calculated results; do the calculat
predict strong transitions whereas experimentally none
found or vice versa? It can be seen, for example, that the2

levels have much stronger decays to the 41
2 and 31

2 levels
than can be accounted for in the calculations; none of
first five levels predicted result in such largeB(M1) values.
A similar plot for selectedB(E2) values, shown in Fig. 13
also reveals some additional discrepancies. EnhancedE2 de-

0

2

4

6

8

10
N

o.
 o

f s
ta

te
s

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Spin

90Zr, π=+
 Exp.

   SM Calc.

FIG. 11. Distribution of spins predicted by the shell-model c
culations~histogram! and experimentally observed~data points! be-
low 5 MeV. The vertical error bar reflects the number of states
which only a range of spins could be given. The neutronph states
are not included in the data.

0.001
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0.001

0.01

0.1

0.001

0.01

0.1

3 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 51 2 4

B
(M

1)
 (

N
2 )

State number

2- 31
- 3- 31

-

4- 31
-

4- 41
- 5- 41

-

4- 51
- 6- 51

-

3- 41
-

5- 51
-

FIG. 12. B(M1) values predicted from shell-model calculatio
~lines! using OXBASH and observed~data points, as given in Tabl
II !, plotted as a function of state number.
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cays from the 21 states into the 21
1 level are observed, which

are not reproduced in the calculations. These particular t
sitions correspond to states that are assigned as88Sr core
excitations, known to have collective enhancements. La
B(E2) values for the 42

2→41
2 and 53

2→51
2 transitions also

cannot be accounted for, and thus their origin remains un
plained.

An examination of the wave functions predicte
shows that they are very complex, and only for the lowe
lying states do singleph components dominate. For ex
ample, the lowest 52 level is dominated by thepg9/2pp1/2
configuration ~79%!, as suggested in Fig. 6, the seco
52 level by the (pp1/2)

2pg9/2pp3/2
21 configuration ~72%!,

also consistent with Fig. 6, whereas the third 52 state has
as dominant components 33% (pg9/2)

3p f 5/2
21123%

(pp1/2)
2pg9/2p f 5/2

21113% (pg9/2)
3pp3/2

21 . As another ex-
ample, the first 62 level, suggested to be a member of t
(pp1/2)

2pg9/2p f 5/2
21 configuration, has a predicted wav

function of 38% (pp1/2)
2pg9/2p f 5/2

21138% (pg9/2)
3p f 5/2

21

111% (pg9/2)
3(pp1/2)

2pp3/2
22p f 5/2

21 . Therefore, it should
not be surprising that simpleph configurations used to labe
the states in the present work cannot describe all detail
the levels, such as the transition rates.

VI. SUMMARY

Levels in 90Zr have been investigated using the (n,n8g)
reaction with both spallation and monoenergetic neutrons
detailed level scheme has been constructed, and spin as
ments made by consideration of all available data on90Zr.
Lifetimes for many levels have been determined, and tra
tion rates were deduced. Shell-model particle-hole confi
ration assignments considering88Sr as a closed core hav
been suggested for many levels below'4.5 MeV. Unexpect-
edly, largeB(M1) andB(E2) values have been observed f

-

r
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+ 2+ 01
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+
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+

4- 41
- 6- 51

-

2+ 21
+
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-

FIG. 13. B(E2) values predicted from shell-model calculatio
~lines! using OXBASH and observed~data points, as given in Table
II !, plotted as a function of state number.
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many transitions, which highlight the inadequacy of t
simple shell-model configurations suggested here. Sh
model calculations employing a space spanning 12 pro
in the f pg shell reproduce the excitation energy spectr
well, but discrepancies arise in detailed comparisons
B(M1) and B(E2) transition rates for individual levels
More detailed studies of90Zr are clearly needed, includin
high-resolution (p,a) measurements. Experiments aimed
more precise determinations of the multipole mixing rat
are also required.
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